
Professional Use

Year Warranty

*subject to following the service schedule.

Domestic Use

Year Warranty*

*subject to following the service schedule

Domestic Use

Year Warranty*

Professional Use

Year Warranty

The EU70is addresses the need for high-output, super-stable power within a 
compact and user friendly unit, ideal for the latest electronic products. Where noise 
is a critical factor, such as exhibition, broadcast or domestic use, the impressively 
low operational noise is ideal for domestic and commercial users alike. 

i-Monitor ® technology also provides the user with information on operation time, 
wattage and engine speed, as well as diagnostics for simplified servicing. 

Other convenient features include push-button start, Eco-Throttle™ for superb fuel 
economy and extended run time, integrated transport wheels and folding handles  
to ensure the EU70is is a breeze to use.

Price
(incl. VAT)
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Eco-Throttle™

Automatically adjusts 
engine speed to precisely 

match the load to save 
fuel and engine life.

Electric start
Hassle-free push-button 

engine start for  
effortless operation.

3 Year Warranty  
on engine only

Offering invaluable peace of 
mind, the engine comes with 
a Honda 3 Year Warranty for 

commercial use.

Oil Alert®

Prevents engine damage 
by automatically shutting 
the unit down if the 
oil drops below a safe 
operating level.

Super quiet
Noise-reducing 
casing and acoustic 
panelling, combined 
with Eco-Throttle™ 
greatly reduce 
operational noise.

Parallel Operation
Ability to link 2 generators to 

double output via optional 
Parallel Operation Box.

Inverter technology
Unique micro-processor 
delivers 7000W of super 
stable clean power 
essential for powering 
sensitive electronics  
and computers.

Superb reliability
Legendary durability 
from Honda’s 
commercial grade  
OHV series 4-stroke 
engine offers easy 
starting every time.

Extended run time
Generating a maximum 
output of 7000W, or an 
extended run time of 
up to 6.5 hours at rated 
load on a single tank of 
fuel. Estimated 12 Hour 
continuous operation 
(when at half load).

FI System
Allows 15% increase 
in fuel efficiency while 
adhering to emissions 
regulations (Compared 
to EU65is).

Maintenance
FI system eliminates  
the need of carburettor 
draining before storage.

Folding handles and 
transport wheel kit
Transport wheels allow a  
single user to move the 
generator around.

i-Monitor ®

Self-diagnositcs and 
servicing information 
as well as monitoring 
output performance.


	Price – EU70is: £XXXX.XX


